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design for every body

moneypenny successfully integrates innovative technology with classic design. incorporating a stylish mesh back, moneypenny 
provides a flexible and breathable surface with unsurpassed levels of comfort. Ergonomically engineered to provide the widest 
range of adjustment controls, allowing it to be optimized to the needs of every individual, while maintaining a contemporary 
aesthetic. Featuring the stylish J-bar, Moneypenny exudes confidence both ergonomically and visually.

Moneypenny comes standard with a black durable mesh back offering a flexible and breathable surface that guarantees the 
highest levels of comfort for the user. The variety of finishes available for Moneypenny enables it to be tailored to suit a range of 
workspace interiors. 
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features

670 mm
26.3 in

400-500 mm
15.75-19.7 in

470-590 mm
18.5-23.2 in

600 mm
23.6 in

175-275 mm
6.9-10.8 in

Features: (standard =    , optional =    )     

lumbar support

synchronized mechanism with labeled controls

Black mesh back

Black plastic base

carpet casters

soft casters

polished aluminum base

Black height-adjustable arms 

polished aluminum multifunctional arms  

675 mm
26.6 in

480 mm
18.9 in

1 Lumbar pad

The lumbar pad on the backrest can be adjusted to five  
different positions to ensure the correct lumbar support.

2 Height-adjustable arms 

height-adjustable arms (controlled by a soft-touch button) with  
an optional multi-functional arm pad. the pad pivots to provide  

width adjustment and slides to provide depth adjustment. 

3 Side tension 

the side tension control is easily adjusted from the seating position. 

4 Seat slide

The seat pan has four inches of sliding movement (exceeding  
Bs en 1335 by 100%) controlled by a soft-touch button. 

5 Seat pan cushion

the seat is generous in size and permits easy replacement of  
the seat pan cushion, which ensures a low cost of ownership.  

All foams are molded CMHR to maximize comfort. 

6 Casters

Wide 65mm casters maximize mobility.

7 Back tilt

Back tilt lock allows the backrest to move freely  
or to be locked into fixed positions.

8 Synchronized mechanism

easy to use, the mechanism ensures intuitive navigation  
around the chair. Fully synchronized with a 2:1 movement.
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detail showing the  
left-hand side  
of the chair

detail showing the 
right-hand side  

of the chair
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DownloaD the  
tayco app toDay!

For more details, please contact your  
customer service representative.

www.tayco.com

work well is a trademark oF tayco panelink ltd.  
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